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COPUOS THEN AND NOWCOPUOS THEN AND NOW
�� When I first paid attention to When I first paid attention to 

COPUOS in late 1962, the COPUOS in late 1962, the 
Committee was just beginning its Committee was just beginning its 
““golden decadegolden decade”” of crafting the of crafting the 
basic international regime for basic international regime for 
space activitiesspace activities

�� The space world 45 years later is The space world 45 years later is 
very different than the one in very different than the one in 
which that regime was which that regime was 
developed, and is likely to developed, and is likely to 
continue t0 change rapidly in the continue t0 change rapidly in the 
years to comeyears to come

�� These changes present a These changes present a 
challenge to this Committee if it challenge to this Committee if it 
is to remain a central forum for is to remain a central forum for 
developing an international developing an international 
regime for  21regime for  21stst century spacecentury space



The 21st Century: A Very Different The 21st Century: A Very Different 
World Than 50 Years AgoWorld Than 50 Years Ago

�� Many of the satellites in Many of the satellites in 
orbit today provide orbit today provide 
services that are integral services that are integral 
to modern life. For much to modern life. For much 
of the world, they are of the world, they are 
already already ““global utilities.global utilities.””

�� How will  global How will  global 
developments influence developments influence 
what happens in space what happens in space 
in the years to come?in the years to come?

�� It is no longer possible It is no longer possible 
to treat space as a to treat space as a 
““specialspecial”” sector, sector, 
developing independent developing independent 
of  multiple global of  multiple global 
trends. How will this trends. How will this 
reality affect the work of reality affect the work of 
COPUOS?COPUOS?



SPACE IS A BUSY PLACESPACE IS A BUSY PLACE
(AND WILL ONLY BECOME MORE BUSY)(AND WILL ONLY BECOME MORE BUSY)

�� As of April 2007, the Union of As of April 2007, the Union of 
Concerned Scientists  listed Concerned Scientists  listed 
848  satellites in orbit around 848  satellites in orbit around 
the Earth (plus a few the Earth (plus a few 
spacecraft in other locations). spacecraft in other locations). 
Space Security Index says Space Security Index says 
there are 620 operational there are 620 operational 
satellites.satellites.

�� The large majority of these The large majority of these 
satellites are civilian or dualsatellites are civilian or dual--
use in characteruse in character

�� Almost fifty countries own Almost fifty countries own 
and operate satellites, in and operate satellites, in 
addition to various private addition to various private 
sector operatorssector operators



SPACE IS ALREADY AN IMPORTANT SPACE IS ALREADY AN IMPORTANT 
ECONOMIC SECTOR, WITH POTENTIAL ECONOMIC SECTOR, WITH POTENTIAL 

FOR FUTURE GROWTHFOR FUTURE GROWTH



SPACE WILL BECOME EVEN MORE SPACE WILL BECOME EVEN MORE 
INTEGRATED WITH DAILY LIFEINTEGRATED WITH DAILY LIFE

((EXAMPLE EXAMPLE -- NEXT GENERATION GLOBAL AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT)NEXT GENERATION GLOBAL AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT)
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WHAT FUTURE FOR PASSENGER WHAT FUTURE FOR PASSENGER 
SPACE TRANSPORT?SPACE TRANSPORT?





HOW WILL TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY HOW WILL TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY 
AFFECT FUTURE SPACE AFFECT FUTURE SPACE 

ACTIVITIES?ACTIVITIES?



ENSURING SPACE SECURITYENSURING SPACE SECURITY

�� With increasing dependence With increasing dependence 
on space comes increasing on space comes increasing 
vulnerabilityvulnerability

�� How best to ensure that How best to ensure that 
peaceful space activities can peaceful space activities can 
proceed free from threats of proceed free from threats of 
disruption?disruption?

�� There are many suggestions There are many suggestions 
of how to answer this of how to answer this 
questionquestion

�� Focused attention to Focused attention to 
evaluating these suggestions evaluating these suggestions 
and then pursuing promising and then pursuing promising 
alternatives is critical to a alternatives is critical to a 
productive future in spaceproductive future in space





GLOBAL EXPLORATION STRATEGYGLOBAL EXPLORATION STRATEGY
�� On May 31,2007, 14 space agencies On May 31,2007, 14 space agencies 

issued a issued a ““Global Exploration StrategyGlobal Exploration Strategy””
that proclaimed thatthat proclaimed that

–– This Global Exploration Strategy will bring This Global Exploration Strategy will bring 
significant social, intellectual and economic significant social, intellectual and economic 
benefits to people on Earth. . . . By benefits to people on Earth. . . . By 
understanding how planets work, we learn understanding how planets work, we learn 
more about our Earth. The technologies more about our Earth. The technologies 
created will help build a more sustainable created will help build a more sustainable 
society. society. 

–– Space exploration also offers significant Space exploration also offers significant 
entrepreneurial opportunities by creating a entrepreneurial opportunities by creating a 
demand for new technologies and services. demand for new technologies and services. 
These advances will encourage economic These advances will encourage economic 
expansion and the creation of new expansion and the creation of new 
businesses. businesses. 

–– Finally, this new era of space exploration will Finally, this new era of space exploration will 
strengthen international partnerships through strengthen international partnerships through 
the sharing of challenging and peaceful goals. the sharing of challenging and peaceful goals. 
It will inspire people everywhere, particularly It will inspire people everywhere, particularly 
youth. youth. 

�� How will all countries of the world How will all countries of the world 
become engaged in this grand effort?become engaged in this grand effort?



GLOBAL EXPLORATION STRATEGYGLOBAL EXPLORATION STRATEGY



SPACE AS A SOURCE OF SPACE AS A SOURCE OF 
WEALTH?WEALTH?

�� ““The greatest value of The greatest value of 
the Moon lies neither in the Moon lies neither in 
science nor exploration, science nor exploration, 
but in its material.but in its material.””

�� ““We want to incorporate We want to incorporate 
the Solar System into the Solar System into 
our economic sphere.our economic sphere.””
–– John John MarburgerMarburger III, Science III, Science 

Adviser to the U.S. President, Adviser to the U.S. President, 
March 15, 2006March 15, 2006



Space and the (Trans)Space and the (Trans)--Global EconomyGlobal Economy



LOWERING THE COST OF ACCESS LOWERING THE COST OF ACCESS 
TO SPACETO SPACE




